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ABSTRACT
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instruction program,.are presented..ALCHEM consists of a set of
modular programs whichare'Used at Simon Fraser University to cover
some basic concepts introduced in an introductory college-level
general chemistry course..The interactive exercises do not furnish
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_July 1973 was in the Coursewriter III language; future material will
be written in York/APL..(Author/OB)
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ALCM consists of, a set of modular tiros rams cover-
.ing.some of the basic- concepts introduced in the
first year of a college-level general chemitry
course. Much of the material can also he used at the
secondary school level.

As with any c.a.i. course, it is important that
both instructors and students have a clear undei--:
,standing of what ALCHEM can and cannot do. 'in par-
ticular, 'we would emphasize that this course is not
,thterided to furnish an a priori introduction to the

-:material, nor is it an-effective-means of communicating
background information to-the student. in other words,
ALCHEM is not in .competition 'with the textbook! Our
principal aject has been-the creation of a highl=y
interactive series of- exercises that will help the
student become- more aware of the meaning of baird-
chemical. concepts, 'their applicatic4r to practical
situations, and the inter-relations betWeen them. In
attempting to keep -the'llUalogue as fast-moving and'
interactive as possible, only the barest essentials of
theory are presented'in-the program. ALCHEM is perhaps
best used after the student has already been exposed to
the material by some other means (lectUres, reading,
audiotapes, ete.), but before he is given numerical
problems to solve.

At Simon Fraser University, ALCHEM is-available as a
"stand-alone" course in which students are permitted
to access any module in any order. Its main use,
however, is simply-as a depository for c.a.i. modules
which are *copied into other c.a.i. courses designed
for specific Chemistry courses offered by the Univer-
sity. Thus the c.a.!. course "c101" supports the
regular Chemistry course, and the ALCITM modules
contained therein (together with other c.a.i. plater-
-fat) is sequenced according to the "week number" in
which it is required, and also is Indexed according
-to the specific learning objectives to which each
module relates.

The various modules in ALCHEM were developed during -the period 1970-73. Development of further material
for this Coursewriter III version of ALCHEM ceased In
July 1973. All further ALCHEM material will he
written in York/APL, as modified by SFU 'or c.a.!.
use.



mod 01
EXPONENTIAL NOTATION

The student is first asked If he has any knowl-
edge of_ scientific notation. If he does, and is able
-to-demonstrate this knowledge in several simple
problems, then he Is branched around most of the
material and can exit quite rapidly.-All students are
checked out on "computer notation", i.e. the con-
vention of expressing quantities in the forms "6.02 x
10**25".and "6.02 E23".

Students demonstrating less.familiarily with- the
subject are led through simple powers of 10 and then
to combinations of these powers with decimal factors.
Finally, they are-required to convert betWeen various
decimal -and exponential expressions.

At the -present time, -exponential arithMetic is

not covered in .this" module. The separate c.a.i.
course MATHOr offers a much more detailed intro-
duction to exponential notation and arithmetic, `and
is more suitable for those- who have had no previous
training in this area;

mod 02-
USE OF THE CALC FUNCTION

CALC is a user-written Coursewriter_function that'
permits the-terminal to be used as a "desk calcul-
ator" any time the system is ready to receive a
student response. Typing the word "calc" followed by
the appropriate expression.has the -effect of tempor-
arily removing the student from "c.a.!. mode "; the

arithmitic.expression is evaluated by the CALC pro-
gram, and the answer is returned. to the terminal.
After the answer has been printed, the system is

again ready to receive an input from the student.-

This module is intended to familiarize the'stu-
dent-with the use of- this function; the use of CALC
is encouraged In later modules to remove the dmidgery
`of doing arithmetic and to generally speed thinpS un.

Emphasis is placed on multiplication-and divis-
ion, with passing attention given to addition and
subtraction, powers, roots, and-logarithms.



mod 03
SIGNIFICANT FIGURES

A brief treatment of significant figures, emphas-_
izing the dual role.of Zero as-a significant figure
and'as a place locator. More material on this sub-
ject Isfound in Problem 1-1 cf CHEMEX. The present
material was adapted froth a course authored by S.

Marcus of Ohio State University.

'mod 04
UNIT CONVERSION FACTORS

The concept is iritroduced by demonstrating the
interconverilon of "Lnches"-and "feet"*. The student
sets up similar factors =for other simple conversions:.
inches-cm, ergs-catories, liters-grams (using density
as the conversion factor). Finally, there is a brief
-exercise on more-complex-conversioris.-

mod 05
INTERPRETATION OF GRAPHS-

This module was also adapted from Ohio State
University material. Within the admittedly narrow
constraints of the typewriter terminal, it introduces-
the concepts of delta-Y, delta-X, and slope. The
student determines these quantities from a graph that
is typed out; he then finds,the intercept and ob7
tains the equation of the line. He is finally given
some data-to plot, -and the accuracy of his plotting
and interpretation is checked.



mod 06
WEIGHT- WEIfIIT RELATIONS, CONSERVATION OF MASS

No knowledge of chemical equations or formUlas is
required here." The student is presented with a "word
reaction" describing the 'oxidation ofmag6eSium_
metal, and .is asked to select a weight of magnesi=um
to be burned. The !program calculates the weight of
product obtained, and the student finds the weight of
oxygen required by difference. The program then
reduceds the amount of metal by half, and leads the

. student to see that the amount of rroduct .obtained
will be proportional to the weight of magnesium-
consumed. The problem is then repeated, but with
excess oxygen present; thus introducing the cohcept
of a limiting reactant.

After this the student Is presented with an
arbitrary weight of magnesium, generated by a random
function on the system. -He calculates the mass of
product obtained, and is then asked .to find the
weight-percent of Mg in the oxide from the weight
data. Finally, he finds the percent composition -of
strontium oxide ;from- a given weight ratio 'of stronti-
um to oxygen, and determines the 'relative- combining
weights of the two elements.

mod 07
LAW OF MULTIPLE PROPORTIONS

The-student is given weight data-for oxidations
of copper leading to the 41) and (11) oxides. He Is
then led through the procedure for finding which
oxide contains the greater amount of oxygen per unit
weight of copper. 'He is shown how'the assumption of
a given formula for the one oxide determines the
formula of the other.

-mod 08
RELATIVE WEIGHTS AND ATOMIC WEIGHTS

The magnesium oxidation reaction is used again to
show how the concept of relative weights can be
applied. A more complex case, that of H2 + 02, Is
presented, and the student is shown how the relative-
weight assigned to hydrogen depends on our assuming a
given formula for water.



mod 09
THE MOLE. CONCEPT

The student is led gradually from the idea of
atomic weight, through "weight of N-moies", to "wei-
`ght of 1 atom" and "weight of N-atoms". The numer,
ical parameters in several of the problems are gen-
erated randomly on each execution of the program, and
the actual'problems picked are also determined random-
ly, so'students- can repeat this unit with minimum
"repetition ".

-Mod10
BALANCING SIMPLE EQUATIONS

-The-difference between a subscript and a coeffic-
ient (which, admittedly, does not show up very well
on a typewriter!) .is -delineated, and the student
counts the total number of atoms in an expression

-sucti as "203". This leads to a simple equation
involving 02 and 03. Exercises based on two_other
simple equations are presented. Finally, an equation
representing the combustion of butane .1's balanced
several times.; following a different sequente in each
instance.

mod11
FORMULA AND MOLECULAR WEICHTS

This module begins with review exercises on
atomic weights and "weights of atoms", The student

-calculates Several, formula weights, and uses them to

find the number of moles present in a given mass of
material, the Mass of a given number. of moles, and
the mass of-an individual molecule.

mod12
__NAMES AND SYMBOLS OF THE ELEMENTS.

This is a drill exercisc covering 38 elements. The
student Is presented 'with the name of the element,
and must enter its symbol. In addition, and at the
student's. option, the program- will select a symbol,
and_the student must enter the name of the element,
correctly spelled: A system function recognizes
phonetically-equivalent, but incorrect spellings.

The drill items are selected at random from a lIst.
Ifthe student's tnitial-response is correct, that
Particular item Is deleted from the list. Otherwise,
it is retained and will bcpresented again. Thus the
student is ultimately left with a residuum of the
more difficult items, which. are presented more and
more frequently until he has "learned" them.



mod 15
EMPIRICAL FORMULAS FROM WEInHT DATA

Fibding mole ratios In binary compounds from weight
data In-simple combination reactions. Use of percent
composition data to obtain emPirical formul-as of CO
and Pb304.

mod 13
ELECTRONS IN ATOMS: QUANTUM MUMPERS

The principal quantum.number- tte quantum -nuMbers
1

_
and-0,- 'and their permissable values. Orbital

("s7p-d-f") notation. Possible orbitals for various
.values-of n,- numher- of electrons in the yaribus
orbita

me 19
ELECTRONS IN ATOMS: ELECTRON CONFIGURATInMS nF ATnMS

Principal quantum number n and potential =energy of
the electron. Aufhau principle and electron configur-
ations of the elements; the-first 13 elements in
detail, and the general building up bf the Periodit
Table.

mod 20
THE NUCLEUS: ISOTOPES, ATOMIC MASS, ATOMIC NUMBER

The proton and neutron as nuclear building blocks.
Isotopes and nuclides. Mass number, 'atomic number,
and neutron number.

mod 21
RELATIVE WEIGHTS OF ATOMS AND THE ATOMIC WEic.HT SCALE

Calculation of the mass ratios of atoms from their'
actual masses.. Mass ratio of aft--Stom to carbon.
Relative weights of atoms on the C=12.00 scale. The
atomic mass unit, and its use in converting atomic
weights Into weighti of atoms.. Comparison of 0qual
masses and eqOal numbers of atoms of different atomic
weights. Relatiye (atomic) wetht data from simple
chemical reactions.



EXAMPLES OF.ALCHEM DIALOGUES

The examples found on the following pages are
intended. to give course instructors and teachers a_
general idea of the scope of coverage and level 'of
treatment of the various topics comprising ALCHEM.
Very little attempt has been made to demonstrate the
various branching possibilities-in-the program, treat-
ment of anticipated and unanticipated wrong answers,
alternate forms- of correct answers, etc. In any
event, these details change from month to month (and
even, -at_ times; from day to day!); the only "up 'to
date" record of ALCHEM is what exists "on disk" at a
given mgrient. - Course printouts are available. to
those who want them.

.ALCHEM is written in Coursewriter III, Version 2,
an IBM Program Product supported by 360/370 systems.
A number of user-written 'functions are required- in
ALCHEM, and several system modifications are re-
commended. . External users can obtain information on_
these matters from the CAI Centre, Simon Fraser
University.

. The tejct material of ALCHEM- is copyrighted, in
Canada, U.S.A., and the U.K. by Simon Fraser Univer-
sity. ALCHEM may bi -implemented on external systems
only with permission of the copyright owner. Copies
of this course are supplied to user institutions on
the understanding that the proprietary rights of the
University will be honored, and that copies not
be supplied to other installations our writ-
ten permission.-



ALCHE4
mod 61

EXPONiNTI4L NUT4T1J'

BIG ONES AND LITTLE ONES

The scale of the world extends far beyond what we can count nn our ten (Infers: chemistrY,
in common with tither sciences, is replete with vers Wee and very small numbers.
For example:

A good si:e4 (1 gm) dianond contains 50,150,000,000,0n0,000,006,000
. atoms of carbon (give nr take a few),

Each of those atoms weighs 0.000 000 00n 000 000 000 000 010 94 gram.

ly using EXIWNTIAl. WIAT100,wecan conveniently work with and express all these numbers,
and still let our ten fingers do some of the work: Are yois familiar with exponential
notation? (Yes or no, plea'se.) .

00

Weil, let's look at exponential natation in a little moredetall.
Does the expression "ten to the fourth power" mean anything to you - like, do you-know
its value?

* 10,000

Exact tyl . Do you know how to express "ten to the fourth power" on the typewriter?

111..4

Just to check you out on this s bit more, please enter an integer
between 2 and 4.

4

Okay, whet is the value of 10+4 ?

10,000

Goodi Now what is 10.44 11,- a number?

100,000,000

And finally, please express "10,000,040,000" as a power of 10.

10 9

No, your exponent is wrong; please try again.

10**10

Very good)
Now in scientific work, we rarely get nice round numbers like
this. More commonly,-we get such things as "31,4011". Notice,
however, that this number can be.expressed as a product of
two quantities: (coefficient) x (power of 10)

3.14 x 10000 3.1k x 104 0 31,400
Notice that the power, 4, Is Just the number of places to
the OMIT that the decimal point in the coefficient 3.14 must
be moved In order to make 31400.
Now this same quantity can also be expressed using 10*3 as a factor;
Now would you do this?

31.4x10+3

Very good;
Now, let's get back to powers of 10 for a minute. 101 has what value?.

10

Correct; any number, raised to. the first power, is Just the samenumber unchanged.
Now, haw about "10.0" what is Its value?

1

Right you area Again, anY quantity raised to the "zeroth" power is unity.And finally,'what is the value of 10 *-1?

0.1

Very Bondi When a number is raised to a negative power, the
appropriate Value Is written in the denominator, sn we havea fraction.
Now would you express the

quantity "1/10,000" as a power of 10?

10 -4

Now see if you can express 0.442 as an exponential number, using.
10 -1 as the exponent?

4.42g1e s..1

Very good.



ALCHE:,4

rood 0,

- USE OF THE C.A.1. °CAW" FTUACTION

A QUICK TRIP TIIRU CALF.
In subsequent parts of this course we will be throwing

lot's of (easy!) problems your way- it's the only way to really
learn chemistry, unfortunately. Out to save you time, you are
encouraged to make use of the CALC function. Do youknow what
this Is and how to use it?

no

OK, then here's a brief rundown-and a few exercises:"
Sup6ose you are signed on to e c.a.l. course (such as this one) and
had to answer a question requiring you to multiply 6.65 and 3.P4. You would type:

talc 6.65 x 3.4$
I would type:

-23.8311

You would then answer the question you were asked to proceed with the course. Nor., what is973 times 8423 (Use CALC to set the Answer, and then type it In and send a "return".)

colt 973i642

$19266.

219221,to
f PLEASE REPEAT
$19266

Very good! Mote that you don't have to use wore than 4 sax fig If you don't want to.
Now,- If you wanted to find 2.7805 plus 8.0384, you would type:

Cale 2.7605 8.0324

What is 9.3785 3.28902 (Use tale to get the sum; then type in the sum to continue.)

9.3725 3.2829

Don't forget the cold Try again.

ale 2.3715 3.2899

12.6864

12.65114

Will done.
I Now, subtracting.
Example:
colic 1.187 - 0.842

0.761
Now, what Is 92.76 minus 203.09?

caic 92.72-203.09

-110.33

-110.33

beautiful, , beautiful! flow, an exemole of division:
cote 736/9.25

79.4815414 ,

Now, what Is 89.82 divided by 22.837

talc 89.62/22.63

3.9602297

3.9602

Remarkable' What computer Is lost In you, 1 Ah, well, anyhow . .

Now let's try a few other uses of CALC, like

Exponentiation
Example: find ten squared.

talc 10T
Answer' 108.



Wow, what Is seven to the third power

talc 73

341.

Ski

Beautiful, t

Another example: 4.67 to the (5.6)th power Is
talc 4.6705.6
Answer: 5599.773
Ikay, now what is 10.2 to the power of 1.5?
(Note: Remember not to use 'el's.)

calc 10.241.1.5

32.575e4

32.575

Crest!

logarithms to base ten-

Example: what is the log (to the base ten) of 112?

cafe log(112)
RL
clic log10(112)
(Choose whichever Is easier for you to remember. They both work.)
Now, what Is the log to the base ten of $7.3?

1.9%

Ileautifult And what Is the log to the base ten of 0.732?

talc log(.732)

-0.1354$69

0.13S

Logarithms to base * (natural logs)

Example: what Is the natural log of -2.747
talc ln(-2.74)
at-
colt Inge(-2.74)
Answer: 1.007956
Note that the absolute of the number Is taken and thi negative sign makes
no difference.
NOw, what is the natural log of 427?

In 427

Just use talc to find the log, then type it in correctly to continue.

cote In(427)

6.0567.3

6.057

Wonderful, And now,

Roots

Example: what Is the square root of 0.72547
talc sqrt(0.7254)
OL
talc 0.7254.S
RL
talc 0.7254(1/2)
What Is the square root of 3.010



A LCHEM

mod 04

UNITS AND UNIT OONVERSION FACTORS

UNIT CONVERSIONS

it is frenuently necessary to express a Quantity measured In one kind of unit, In terms

of.-a different kind of unit. For example, we mirht wish to Convert "22 inches" into
units of FEET. This can be done by multiplying the original Quantity by an appropriate

UNIT CONVERSION factor:

(22 In) x (FACTOR) 1.8 ft.

Do you-know how to write this factor ?.

*** no

Forgetting about the numbers, for th% ., we want to convert INCHES into units
of FEET. Shown underlined below are two possible conversion factors:

1) In x (Win)

2) In x (In /fi)

Now which factor (the one In (1) or the one in (2)) converts INCHES Into units of FEET?
(Answer 1 or 2 )

Correct! Equation (1) multiplies out as follows:

lu x (ft/in) x (ft /IA) IL

Notice how the units that are unwanted In the final answer ( "in ") cancel out.
So our conversion factor has the units of "ft/in". Now how many feet are there In
an inch, anyway?

1/12

Correct. The number of ft In one In. Is 1/12, so our factor for converting In. Into ft is:

(1/12)(ft/in) (1ft/1210.

To prove It, we have:

(1 In) x (1 ft/12 In) (1 )A) x (1 ft/12 IA) (1/12) ft

How many ft are in 7 Inches?

7/12

Right! We have

(7 hl) x (1 f%/12 IA) (7/12) in.

Suppose now that we want to convert FEET into INCHES:

(2 ft) x (FACTOR) 24 In

What must our conversion factor look like nor?

12 In/1 ft

Exactly! There are

12 in. In 1 ft, or 12 in/1 ft,

so our conversion factor Is

(12 in/1 ft).

How many inches In 20 ft.?

240

Right; Wo have

(20 fi) x (12 in /ft) 240 In.

Now let's try another conversion factor. ENERGY can be measured in ergs or In calories;
here's the relation between the two units

1 erg 2.30E-8 cal

Please type In the conversion factor that must be used to find the number of calorie,
In a given number of errs.



Now let's try converting from mums Into MILLILITERS (volume).

For this same iuhltance
(acetone), set up the conversion factor for the following:

_grams x mi.

What goes inside the 'erentheses?

1m1/.42g

Correcti
x (1 m1/0.92 g)

Notice how the GRAMS terms cancel out.

Now let's look at a unit conversion
Involving POWERS of units - such as squares or

cubes. A good example Is
the conversion of a VOLUME, expressed In cubic centimeters

(cm*.3) to cubic Inches (111.3). By the way, a cml3 is the 43me'lis a milliliter (ml).

Say that we have a volume of S cm .3, and -we wish to express
this In cubic inches:

8 cm..) x ( ) In*3

First, whet must the UNITS in the conversion
factor be (don't worry

about the NUMBER yet)?

in**3/cem.1

Good. cm) x tirIP3 /cm .3) in..3;

notice how the unwanted units (cm*1) cancel out.

Now to make this a proper conversion factor, we must establish the numerical relation

between 1113 and em.). To do this you must know that:

1 in 2.54 cm

How many emit.) are there In 1 in.)?

*** caic 2.543

16.18742

16.4

Very good;
1 in.) 16.4 cm..)

Now use this information
to construct the complete

factor for the conversion

cm ool x I ) in..3

1 In/16.4cm3

Correct general format, but you are not expressing
your-cubas correctly;

please try again.

1 1,141.3/16.40w3

Excellent' Now find the number of in.) in 80 cm .) of water.

(pleas, enter the correct answer)

oak 80/16.4

16.878411117

.4.88

Very goodi Now let's convert 100 in.) Into units of cm.1:

100 in3 x ( ) cm3

Please type in the conversion factor here.

16.4cm3 / 1 in*I

Very good!
100 Imo) x (16.4 cm..3 / 1 in *)) cart')

Now how many ar) 100 info)

1640



*, 2.39E-6ca1/1 erg

Excellent) We have:

1 x (2.31 E-11 cal /1 66S) 2.19 E6 CAL

One MOLE of a certain substance weighs 162 grams. Set up a conversion factor for

expressing the number of MOLES contained in a given number of CRAMS of that substance.

(1 mole/162 g)

Correcti
We have:

I e
x-$16111$ x (1 mole/162 WO y-MOLES.

1 gram (1 mole /162 gram) (1/162) mole

Some.converslon factors have special names. An example Is the one that converts a
quantity of matter, expressed in VOWM* units e.g. LITERS, into the corresponding

quantityexpressed in GRAMS. Do you know what this factor is called?

no

-It's calledDENSITY.
It Is used like this:

LITERS x (density) GRAMS

Whatwo UNITS must be Included in the conversion factor called "density"?

(You may abbreviate)

saris. es

Right. ,Density is expressed in units of LITERS and CRAMS - the same two units that we are

converting. How must they be arranged here?
(express the units as a fraction)

el

Good We haves

LITERS x (grr :s /liter) GRAMS

1.2 grams of alcohol occupies 1 m111111ter (m1) of volume. What is the density of

aliohol?

1.4/m1

Exectlyi We have 1.2 grams/ml. Suppose that we have 30 ml of alcohol, and want to find its

mass In grams. Set up the unit-conversion factor that would convert VOLUME-(m)) Into

MASS (grams).

***** 1 m1/1.2g

Very goodi This gles us:

x (S.2 emi) _grams

So what's the mass of 30 ml of alcohol?

talc 1.2x30

56.

36 g

Oreatl How suppose that 10 ml of acetone weighs 9.2 g. What would the conversion factor

look like here?

___Ml x (_ ) grams

What goes in the parentheses?

9.2g/10 ml

Well, that's formally correct, but try dividing through by.10 to get a simpler factor.

*918/141

Very goodi We have:

x (0.92g/1 ml) __grams

Again, the conversion factor is Just the DENSITY - mass per unit volume.



Very rood. it is frequently necessary to convert between units that are defined indirectly.
For example, suppose that:

2 mabes I pod

-3 pods I smud

(2 m . I p)

(I p 1 s)

.

Design a conversion factor that changes mabes into smuds:

mabes' x ( ) scuds

Can you do this?

no

Well, let's take It more slowly. You actually requiie TWO factors here:

mabes' x (factor 1) x (factor 2) smuds

Factor 1 converts nabes to pods; factor 2 converts pods to smuds.
First, what.does factor 1 look like? (remember, 2 m 1 p)

1p/2m

Good.

___Mabes x (1 pod / 2 mabes) pods

This Is factor I. Factor 2 effects the conversion:

___p x (__t__)

Remember, 3p Is. What goes Inside the parentheses?

is /3p

Very good!
_pods x (I smud / 3 pods) __muds

The two factors torether look Itke this:

mebes x (1P / 2n) x (Is / 3p) smuds

Now combine them into one single conversion factor.

* 1s/Cm

Excellent! Now , just to see if you're getting It, set up a factor for the following:

,,_lams x ( ) _tweet,

In which

6 turns r I scowl
1 scowl 4 tweets

Please work it out on scratch piper, and then enter the completed factor
(you may ahhrevlate the units).

2t/3I

Terrific) MAW OF mon h



ALCHEM
mod 06

WEIGHT-WEIGHT RELATIONS, CONSERVATION OF MASS

WEIGHING IN

Simple weight measurements, made before and after a chemical reaction, Iligstrate
some of the most fundamental laws of chemistry.

Example: Perhaps you know that marnesium metal burns in the presence of oxygen to form
magnesium oxide. -

How many trans of magnesium would you like to burn? Pick a number between 2 and 60,.with
no more than 3 sig fig.

17,3 g

Ok, this will combine with oxygen to give you 28.7 g of magnesium oxide
(You will learn how to calculate this later on in tfie course);

magnesium oxygen -> magnesium oxide
g 3g.7 g.

Now .how many grams of oxygen will be used In this reaction?

11.4g

Correct, By the way, can you name the principle or law that applies here?

>nservation

Conservation of what?

Right - the applicable law here is conservation of mass.
This is regarded as a "law" simply because human observation has yet to detect a
deviation from this principle in any carefully executed chemical experiment.

Now leek, get back to the first reaction we ditcussed - the combustion of magnesium to
form magnesium oxide. Our reaction is:

magnesium oxygen -> magnesium oxide
12L1 g 11.a. g 2.41 g

Suppose now that we.used only 1.6S g (half as much) of magnesium metal. How much magnesium oxide would be
formed in this case?

14.35g

No - remember that we have only half as much Mg to start with now, and try again (your
answer should be to 3 sig fig).

14.46

Right! Since we started with only half the amount of Mg, we will use up only half as much oxygen,
and get half as much product:

first time:
this time:

magnesium oxygen -> magnesium oxide
174.l g =As Mialg
la ii s AA1-g

Now let's use an arbitrary amount.of Mg metal - 11.6 g, say. How much MgO is formed this time?

**** celc 28.7 x (11.6/17.3)

19.2439297

111.2g

Right so we have:

magnesium oxygen -> magnesium oxide
first time: 17.1 g g UL g
this tine:

1ja.4 g LILA 1241 I
At this point two things should be clear to you:

1. Mass Is conserved in chemical changes
2. The masses of the various substances involved in chemical reaction are proportional to

each other

This last one Is r little vague . . . lot's have one more look at it. Sur/Dose that we have
17.3 g of Mg and 11.4 g f oxygen in a closed container. We saw a while aro that 28.1 g of Mg0would be formed. Now, vhak would happen if 74.2 g of oxygen were present, with the same amountof Mg ax before? how mart Hr.° will he formed this time?



28. 7g

Good! in this case, the oxygen is said to be present IN EXCESS: there is more than is needed,
so the amount present will have no effect on the Quantity of product formed.

One other Important thing-to noticethere is only one compound called magnesium oxide; the
presence of excess oxygen does not result in the combination of the sane amount of
magnesium with NORf oxygen- -the ratio between the welrhts of oxygen and marnesium in
magnesium oxide is CONSTANT, and this constant is a property of magnesium oxide. What is
the name of the law of chemical Combination that is Illustrated here?

constant composition

We are referring to the LAW OF DEFINITE PROPORTIONS.
What Is the ratio of the weight of magnesium to the weight of oxygen in magnesium oxide?

talc 17.3/11.4

1.5175438

1.51

Great! OK, and njw let's find
the percent composition by weight of magnesium oxide. Firstfind the percent by weight of magnesium in this compound.

help

We have:

magnesium oxygen -> magnesium oxide
x grams y grams.

What weight of magnesium oxide Is produced?

-: gey grams

OK--Now what fraction of this total weight consists of magnesium?
(answer In terms of x and y).

x/(xy)

Rightthe fraction orMg present is x/(xy).
OK, the percent is just the fraction times 100. So the percent magnesium is 100x/(xy).Now, In,your first reaction,

you had 17.3 grams'of Mg, and this produced 28.7 grams of magnesium oxide.What Is the fraction of Mg here?

17.3/28.1

OK--and the percent by weight of Mg will be?

Cale 27.3/28.7

0.6017174

10.3

Correct. Now let's see if you can make use of the weight ratio data presented in a slightlydifferent manner. The weight ratio of strontium to oxygen In the compound
strontium oxide is 5..47 to 1. What is the weight-2 of strontium In this compound?

eale 5.47/8.01

0.8454404

84.5

Very good--you obviously understand this now.
You should now have a better grasp of the following concepts:

conservation of mass
Law of Definite Proportions (weight ratios and their constancy)
ProportIonalitY.of weights in chemical reactions and the Law of Constant CompositionPercent composition (by weight) from weight ratio data

Notice that all these observations were made by means of weight measurements on large(weighable) samples, and that we have not used atomic theory at all. Nevertheless,these observatinns all lend support to the atomic theory of matter.

MAIO OF MOO



LAW OF MULTIPLE PROPORTIONS
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There are many cases known In which two elements will combine under different conditions
to yield two for more) distinct compoundi. for example, 25.4 g of copper will combine
with 6.4 g of oxygen to form an oxide:

copper oxygen -3 copper oxide 1

g b.l. g g

Under ldifferent experimental conditions, it is possible to prepare a different oxide
in which 14.1 g of copper is combined with 2.4 g of oxygen:

copper oxygen -) copper oxide 1

g 2. M. s 21U

QUESTION: Which oxide (1 or 2) contains more copper per.fixed amount of oxygen?

2'

*Witt 'We would now like to comoart.the tito oxides, to see how much oxygen reacts with a'
fixed weight of copper.in each case. We sew that 6.4 s of oxygen reacts with 25.6 g of
copper to form oxide 1. Now, can you find how many'grams- of oxygen would react with
the same weight of copper (25.4 g) to form oxide 2?

ei4e. no

We want.to find how many grams of oxygen would combine with 25.4 g of copper to form
oxide 2:

copper oxygen

12.1 g LA g -> oxide 2

15,1 $ /12 g -3 oxide 2 -

Oxide 2 is defined by the fixed proportion with which copper and oxygen combine to form
this compound. -What is this proportion (express it as a ratio or a quotient)?

19.1/2.4

Good' We have (14.1 0/(2.4 g) 7.95 (let's call it 1.0).
Now this ratio can be satisfied by any combination of weights of copper and oxygen
that yield the same quotient; i.e., you need not use 19.1 g of Cu and 5.1 g of oxygen
to make oxide 2. Suppose you had only 10 g of Cu available. Would you require more

or leis oxygen in this case?

less

Of courses
In order to maintain the same weight ra.lo, we will use leis oxygen here. With 10 g
of copper, we have only 10/19.1 as much as we had before. W what factor will the
weight of oxygen needed be reduced?

*me factor

Excellent!
We have only 10/19.1 0.52 as much copper, so we require only 0.52 as much oxygen.
You get the idea, I hope.

Now let's get back to the main exercise. Instead of 10 grams, we have 25.4 g of copper
available. ey what factor Is this weight greater than 19.1 g?

25.4/19.1

. . 1.331
OK, we have 1.33 times as much copper here, so we need 1.33 times as much oxygen.
What weight of oxygen will we need?
'(look at the first of the pair of equations written some lines above
to refresh your memory)

talc 2.4i1.33

3.192

I. 3.14g



UK, we have:

copper oxygen

1') oxide

25.1 -> oxide 2

Great! You have Just discovered the Law of Multiple Proportions! (Ratio of "small, whole

numbers ", etc.) if there is aS much oxygen per fixed weight of copper In oxide 1

as there is in oxide 2, and IF the formula-of oxide2 is CuO (1 copper atom to 1 oxygen
atom), then what is the formula of oxide 1?

Cu20

But this formula has only HALF as such oxygen as CuO. Please try again.

* Cu02

Very :wadi
We have:

copper oxygen

oxide 1: 2.Lk g L, g -> Cu02

oxIds-2: 21.1 g jag -> CuO

Notice how the subscript in the formula is proportional to the weight of olygen.
(You recall that #61" subscripts are not written - -they are understood.)
Remember that -we ASSUMED that oxide 2 was CuO. Now it turns out that the formula of

OXIDE 1 (not oxide 2) is actually Cuel _Whet does this make oxide 2?

Cu20

Right!
From all of this, you should see how weight ratios can give a clue to the formulas
compounds made of the same elements, but in different proportions. However, these
ratios alone cannot tell us the true formulas. Thus the weight data we have found is
consistent with any of the following formulas:

.
copper oxygen possible formulas

25.4 g 6.4 g CuO Cu02 Cu03
or or

25.b it 3.2 g Cu20 CuO Cu203

The true set of formulas must be found by'independant means.
)))>END OF MOD 7;
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RELATIVE WEIGHTS OF ATOMS' ATOMIC WE IGHTS

WEIGHING A LOT

In the previous section, we userksimple weight measurements to deduce some of the

fundamental laws of chemistry, without reference to individual atoms. Let us'now

assume that matter is composed of atoms. Since we cannot see them, atoms must be-
very snot!, and any weights that we can measure In practical experiments must represent

very large numbers of atoms. Atoms of different elements will have different weights.
How can we find the relative weights of different kinds of atoms when we cannot weigh

them individually?

ANSWER: We can weigh large (weighable), and EQUAL amounts of two kinds'of atoms.

EXAMPLE: Magnesium metal burns 'in oxygen to form magnesium oxide (remember???);
let us ASSUME that this compound contains one magnesium atom for each oxygen atom:

Mt 0 -) MgO

in an experiment,-4.16 g of Mg yields S.06 g of magnesium oxide.
First, how many grams of oxygen entered into this reaction?

sii:111, 3.2g

OK, we have:

Mg 0 -) MgO

Ida s 3x20 s Lit
Now does the atom offtweigh MORE or LESS than the atom 0,4 oxygen?

more

Righti From the weights of Mg and Cthat enter Into this-reaction, we see that-the Mg_atom weighs

4.1S/3.20 times as much as the atom of oxygen (assuming that magnesium oxide is Mg0).

Mow. as you may know, It became customary long ago to compare the relative weights of atoms

on a scale on which oxygen was assigned a weight of exactly 16.009. Now If we call the

weight of the oxygen atom 16:0, what would be the relative weight of the magnesium atom?

dont know

In essence, we are asking how much Mg would reset with IS g of oxygen:

Mt D -) 'MgO

Ian. g Lit g lArs s

g ILA s
Now we have 16.0/3.20 5.00 times as much oxygen on the second line. Sy what factor will

this alter the weight of magnesium required?

Rood.
Now how much Mg Is required?

als*** csic S x

24.5

14.3g

Very good! So everything on the.second line below the equation is just 16.0/3.20 times

that on the first lines

Mg

Lin s
g

Mg0-

LOE s

ILI g

Ws see that 24.3 grams of Mg reacts with 16 grams of oxygen; this means that the relative

weight of Mg is what?

aaasa 24.5/16

Maremember the definition of relative weight based on oxigen 16.0 .

a mass 24.3

Righti And these relative weights are called ATOMIC WEIGHTS--a confusing misnomer, to be

sure: ATOMIC WEIOHT and WEIOHT OF AN ATOM are two different things. More on this later.

Now-the only trouble with this is that we had to ASSUME that the, formula of magnesium

oxide is MgO - -a 1:1 'ratio of Mg to O., It turns out that this assumption, for many simple

oxygen compounds, is quite correct. However, this Is not always true. Let's look at

water, the oxide of hydrogen. Since hydrogen is the lightest atom, It should have a

relative widest of 1. Zo let's look at on experiment with oxygen and hydrneens

hydrogen 'oxygen -) water
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THE MOLE CONCEPT

WHAT ARE MOtES"4040 FOR, ANYWAY?
H. . . take k oxygen atoms, add I chlorine, and stir well, mixing in I hydrogen atom . . ."

Because individual atoms are too small to welsh out, it Is more convenient to consider the

weights of fixed large numbers of atoms when specifying the recipes for goodies such as

perchloric acid. But even if we took 40 oxygens, or
400004440 oxygen, we would still

not have.enough to weigh. Instead, we need more like 10.10 or 10e25. BY the way, do- _

you know what both of these numbers mean?

w yes .

Fine - you understand exponential notation;
we will use the "e" from here on.

OK, instead of picking some nice round number as our "standard quantity of atoms", it is

more convenient to pick that number of atoms whose weight is the relative or atomic weight

of'the element. For example,'our standard working
Quantity of hydrogen atoms will be as

many H atoms as it takes to make up a total weight of 1.00$ grams, which is the atomic

weight of H. This number of atoms is called ONE MOLE.

What is the weight of half a mole of H atoms?

e .4004g
Division error- there aretoo many 0's in your answer. Try again.

.304s

Very -goods
Now what does 1 mole of strontium tSr) weigh? (Atosilc weight of $7.6 g/moie)

$7.6

Thls is the ATOMIC WEIGHT of Sr, but your answer must be expressed in grams.

ay.cg

Correct!

How many grams of cobalt (sit wt 311.9) are there In

1.21 mole of Co?

ea% 1.21 a 311.9.

71.269

wwwwe 71.3g

Very goodi
OK, here are a few morel
Now find the weight of gold in 3.06 moles of gold (at wt of Au 197):

** celc 3.06 x 197

602.32

603g

Right! Now many grams of nitrogen would there be InS.76eS moles of NITROGEN (atdwt 14.01)7

*ewe. cilc 5:76 x 14.01

$0.6176

$.07E6

Well done! Now - let's'suppoSe that you have 2 piles:

1 mole of oxygen
atoms (at. wt. 16)

Does the oxygen pile
(Answer m, i, or s.)

and 1 mole of carbon
atoms (at. wt. 12)

contain more, less, or the same number of atoms as the carbon pile?

Right! You evIdently'understand that a mole Is a Wm*,
Do you know the VALUE of this number, or even what it is called?

Avogadro' no.

Good! It's called Avogadro's number, and Its value Is 6.02.23 (or 6.02 x 1023).
So if we have 6.02.23 oxygen atoms, how many moles of oxygen do we have?

0g, ...and if we have 10.06.23 zinc atoms, how many moles of zinc do we have?

3

Good.
Now what If we have 2.0.19 (2.0 x 1019) atoms of gold - how many moles here?



calc 2.0/6.02

0.3322259

.132E-4

Correct,
Now, finally, suppose that yob have just succeeded In creating a new element In an atomic
reactor--

We'll call our new element lowerium (in honor of Its eminent discoverert). Now, you
have made only one atom of this precious substance. How many moles of this element do
you have?

....* calc 1/6.02

0.1661129

.166E-23

Great- you're right with Iti
ly this time, you should have picked up two new ideas:

1) A HOLE is a number: -6.02e23 .

2) This number of-atoms of any given element has a mass, in grams, Identical to the
atomic (or relative) weight'of-that element.

The Importance of Avogadro's number, then, is that It CONNECTS

algaltlifdritt -with WEIGHT OF AN ATOM

Th, use of the mole concept is that it Is easier to compare the weights of-some fixed
large number of acoms,than of SINGLE atoms. A mole is just this large fixed number.
Think about this for a while, and then send a return when you wish to proceed.

OK - the atomic weight ofsulfur is 32.06 g/mole.'0o you think you.can find the. weight
of 1 atom of sulfur? (y or n, please.)

OK,workit out nowl

32050
S PLEASE'REPEAT
este 32.06/6.02

5.32551113

5.32E-43g

Great!
And now, what would 4 atoms of Oxygen (atomic weight 16g/mole) welsh?

ern' talc (4 x 16)/6.02

10.6312292

10.6E-23g

Correct)

Now this time we have 1.00 E.17 atoms of chlorine; how ouch would thtswetgh?
(Atomic weight Ci 35.45 g /mole.)

* calc 35.45/6.02

5.6662043

5.69E-6g

Very good!
OK, you should now have a pretty clear Idea ofthe relation between atomic weights,
welehls of atoms, weights of substances (e.g.,"13 g of iron", etc.), and the definition
of the mole.

>MEND OF HOD 9; time. 14 minutes.
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BA LANG I NG S I MP LE EQUATIONS

IN THE BALANCE
Let's start with something simple - like the hydrogen atom. Do you know the symbol for

this element?

Right. The symbol for hydrogen is N. How would you express "two hydrogen atoms" in chemical

symbolism?

211

Exactly!
"211" means "two hydrogen atoms". But do you know what
"II " means?

2

1 hydrogen molecule

Correct! A hydrogen MOLECULE!
This is just two hydrogen atoms, joined together: N-N, or 112. If I weren't a computer,

I would have typed that "2" as a subscript following the Id". For convenience, we'll

just pretend that numbers immediately following symbols for elements are subscripts, each

Indicating the quantity of that kind of atom In the molecule. Thus the hydrogen molecule

would be 1N2".

Now would you express "two hydrogen molecules" on the typewriter?

2112

Perfect!
You may already know that many elements exist as diatomic molecules (diatomic TNO atoms)
In their pure state. Fluorine (F) is another element that behaves this way. Write'the
formula for a fluorine atom.

F

O.K.
And how about a fluorine molecule?

F?

Right!
Notice, by the way, that if we just say "hydrogen" or "fluorine", it is not clear
whether we refer to atoms or to the diatomic molecules. Oxygen also forms a diatomic
molecule, 02. But this element can also exist as a TRIatomic molecule, called "ozone".
Type in the formula for ozone.

03

Very good!
Now how about "two molecules of ozone". Now would you represent this?

203

Right.
And how many ATOMS of oxygen are contained, or bound up in, two ozone molecules?

6

Very good.

Ozone ts an unstable substance that tends to decompose into oxygen. Suppose that we had
two molecules of ozone. How many oxygen molecules could we get?

3

RIghtl
We can represent this process by means of a chemical equations

ozone --> oxygen

03 --) 02

Since a chemical equation is a statement of FACT, It must be consistent-with "reality",
which tells us that In chemical procestes, elements (atoms) are neither created nor
destroyed. A chemical equation tht Is consistent with this particular fact is said to be
balanced:

.103 --> 102

(6 atorte (6 atoms)

Please hit the "return" when YflU are reedy to proceed.

Suppose that you hew, 60 molecules of ozone. Would the equation, as written above,
still apply? (answer yes or no , please)



1.1111114 yrs

Right' You evidently understand that the cnefficients in a chemical equation really stand for WIGS.
The equation written above says that the ratio of the number of notelules of oxygen
fumed, to the number of ozone molecules consumed, is 3:2, or 1/2 for 1.5).

Now suppose that we how filet moecules of ozone, haw many molecules of oxygen could our reaction give us?'

*** cage (3/21011116

1291.

as... e297

Very good!
Here's another.

Phosphorus and bromine react to form phosphorus tribromide:

Br2 P --)

Commence the process of balancing this equation by typing in the number of Br2 molecules
(less than 20, please') you would like to try (min?.

e. b-

Since each Br? molecule contains two Br atoms, this gives you 12 atnms'of Br to work with on the left.
Now how nany Pilr3.molecules can you get from this number of Br atosts?

**mot 4

Good! tie have:

6 Br2 P, --) 4 PlIr3
And how many P atoms do we need?

ee...! 4

Very good! That's it.

The combustion of hydrogen with oxygen to form water vapor is a well-known reaction.
Just to be.difftrtht, I will pick a random number and insert it as a coefficient
ahead of the oxygen:

H2 9 02 --> __1120
Now with 9 oxygen molecules as shown, how many hydrogen molecules are required?

*sus 19

Right - twice as many H2's are needed.
And how many H2O molecules are produced?

lirtokaa 9

NO - notice that each 02 molecule contains enough oxygen for TWO H2O molecules.
Now try again.

It

Certainly!

Our equation is:

1892 9 02 --> IS H2O

What number must we now divide thru by in order to produce an acceptable equation?

x*** g

Right; the equation is now balanced and written properly:

1H2 02 --) 2LU20"

Oo you want to try this again?

aaaaa no

OK, Now finally here's an equation-representing the combustion of a hydrocarhon fuel;
we'll let you start by typing a number under any one component; this will be the
coefficient of that component In the reaction. Use the space bar to pnsltinn the
typehall under the desi red

ChNIO 02 --> CO2 H2O

It

OK, you are starting with molecules of oxygen;
How many 0-atoms does this amount to?



Now how many 0 Atoll% Artt required
to completely co(1417e all the C and II In one moleculeof cialln?

13

Correct; Now you had 16 oxygen atoms
- SHORE than the minimum 'lumber required to oxidize all the C and H In onemolecule of 041110. loo should thereture

cut down on the number of oxyreo .,tor'. SO yOUwill have none loft over. you need only 13 oxygen atoms - how many 02 MUCOUS duesthis amount to?

O.

OK, so we have:

C4H10 6.5 02 --> CO? H2O

Rut we don't like to use non-integral coefficients like "6.5".
-What number of 02 molecules should you use Instead?

13

OK - and since this Is twice as much 0? as Is required to oxidize one molecule of C4H10,
what coefficient do we write In front of the butane?

'2

Of course!
We now have:

C10110 13 02 --> CO2 ___1120.

How many CO2's do we get?

8

Correct.
And how about H20- what coefficient goes here?

10

Excellent.
That's It - the equation is balanced.
You have balanced the equation just once; we would now like you to try
doing It again, but this time commencing by placing your first
coefficient ahead of some OTHER molecule than the one you first
started with last time. Once again, use the space bar to
position the typehall under the term you wish to deal with first.

CM110 + 02 --> CO2 H2O

10

OK, you are starting with the carbon dinglde; there are 10 carbon atoms in 10 molecules of CO2.
How many molecules of C4H10 are required to supply this number of carbons?

3

MO; notice that each butane molecule contains FOUR carbons, so can yield 4 CO2
molecules. How many butanes are needed to supply 10 CO2 molecules?

2.5

Right;
So clearly, the number of CO2 molecules you can obtain'from this reaction must always
be some MULTIPLE of 4.
Please ehter a new value for the number ofmolecules of CO2 you wish to use in
balancing the equation.

12

OK, there are 12 carbon atoms in 12 molecules of CO2.
Now many molecules of C41110 are required to supply this number of carbons?

3

Right;
You need only 1/4 as many C4H10 molecules as CO2 molecules In the, equation; you were

wise to chnose a multiple of 4 CO2 molecules!
Now how many water molecules can you get from the hydrogens contained in 3 molecules of C4H10?

15

Correct! He now have:

3 C4H10 02 --> 12 CO2 4 15 1120

Now how many oxygen ATOMS do we require for all this?

30 .

3 C41110 39 02 --> 12 CO2 15 1120

And that's itl
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FORMULA et MOLECULAR WEIGHTS

FOPmtiLr

One molt nt c..rbon ..ton.-, weighs 17.01 grams. What Is the ATOIC Of coition?

12

Please answer to 3 sig. ilgures precision.

17.01

What is the mass of one ATUN of C?

ale 12.01/6.02

1.9960166

.*** 2.00e-23g

4 The atomic wt. of oxygen is 16.0; how much does 12.04 E23 atoms of 0 weigh%

***** talc 16.0/6.02

What's (2 moles) x (16.0 g /mole) ?

326

Please include 3 sig. figures in your answer.

32.0g

Now carbon burns In air to glve carbon dioxide, CO2. How many atoms are there in one

molecule of CO2?

***** 3

And how many atoms

18.06e23

are there in ONE MOLE of CO2?

Correct 18.06e23 or 1.81e24.
Now we found that:

1 mole of C = 12.0 g; 1 mole of 0 16.0 g.

What would 1 mole of CO2 weigh?

44.0g

What would one HOLECULE of CO2 weigh?

***** calc 44/6.02

7.30897

7.31e-23g

Correct;
Notice that the molecular weight is just the sum of the atomic weights of all the atoms

In one molecule.
What is the molecular weight of sulfuric acid, H2604?

(H 1.01, S 32.1, 0 26.0)

98.1

have 10.3 g of H2504;

***** calc 10.3/98.1

0.1049949

how many moles does this correspond to?

a..., .005

Here Is 3.4 moles of H2604 - what does this amount of acid weigh?

***** calc 3.4x98.1

333.54

ir* *t 334E

,4 Ordinary sugar has the formula C12 1122 012. What would be the weight, in grams,

of 1 mole of sugar?
(C 12, II * 1.0, 0 16)

calc 144 22 (12x16)

358.

358



BRAYING THE ELEMENTS

mod 72

NAMES & SYMBOLS OF ELEMENTS

its important for you to know the names and symbols of the principal elements.

There are two ways we can give you exercise on this

1) 1 type the name of an element and you type the symbol for It.

2) 1 type the symbol and you type the name of the element.

(in either case, I'll help you If you get stuckl)

Can you type well enough to do (2) ?
(Names of elements are of course longer than symbols)) Answer yes or no 041411114

a.* yes

Goods In that cast, we will try both. I will select the elements at random from

list. If 1 type a name, you type the symbols if 1 type symbol, you me the name.

If your answer Is correct, I will scratch the element off my list. If you make a

mistake, I will save the element and plck It again later.

If you are stuck, type a and I will give you the answer - but will ask you again

later! Please send a carriage return when you are ready to start..
ANTIMONY

An

NO..

At

Sb (Lat. Stiblum); please enter.

Sb

SW a metal.

Na

sodium

Mn

sageness

It's spelled MANGANESE ; Please enter.

manganese

LEAD

Le

NO.
Pb: please enter.

Pb,

XENON

Pb

Xe

Xs; an "Inert"gas
Rarest of the stable elements: 0.000009; In air; >Gr. xenos mstrange one"

LEAD

Pb

Pb;

>Lat. Plumbum (whence "plumber"); known In antiquity.

ARSENIC

NO.

As;

SI

Ar

As

silicone

spelled SILICON) please enter.

emit silicon

a
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Empirical Formulae from Weight Data

WHAT'S THE FORMULA?

How can we determine the FORMULA of a chemical compound, when we cannot see, and thus
count, the numbers of each kind of atom present In the molecule? There are two ways:
one Is to WEIGH the amounts of the elements that react to form the compound, and then
convert these weights to moles. For example:

0.175 g of Al reacted with chlorine (C12) to give 4.325 g of compound. What Is Its
formula? I.e., what are x and y In the formula Al(x)C1(y)?

FIRST, find the weights that reacted. How much chlorine Is In this compound?

etc 4.325 - .875

3.45

3.45 g

Good- we see that 4.325 it of our compound contains .875 g of Al and 3.450 g of Cl.
We must now convert these relative MASSES into relative numbers of MOLES. Each mole of
Al weighs 27.0 g. How many moles of Al are there In .875 g of Al?

* calc .875/27

0.0324074

.0324 mole

Good - and now for the chlorine. There are 3.475 g in this compound; how many moles Is this?
(at wt of Cl 35.5)

calc 3.475/35.5

0.0978873

.0979 mole

Correct. In terms of MOLES now, we have:

Al Cl
.0324 mole .0979 mole

Now this Is not a proper formula - but it does represent the mole PROPORTIONS -
which will be the same In the formula. What is the MOLE RATIO of CI to Al In this
compound?

calc .0979/.0324

3.0216049

3:1

Right - call It 3:1 or 3.
So for every THREE chlorine atoms, there are how many ALUMINUM atoms?

1

Certainly - So how would you write the formula?

* A1C13

Great! Remember that this Is only the SIMPLEST formula, consistent with the mole ratio of
Al:C1 that we determined. (The ACTUAL formula Is Al2C18, but that's another storyl)

Now the other way to determine formulas is lust the reverse: Instead of MAKING a
compound, we BREAK IT DOWN, and weigh the amounts of elements we get. This Is called
ANALYSIS, and the results art usually given In terms of WEIGHT PERCENTS of the various
elements present.
For example:

A certain compound Is found, upon analysis, to have the following weight- percent
composition:

42.1* C 57.1% 0

How many grams of carbon are there In 100 grams of the compound?

42.9 g

How many MOLES of carbon (at wt 12.0) are In 100 grams of this compound?

42.9/12

Pleats divide It out, using CALC, and enter the answer.

calc 42.9/12



3.58 moles

Right! OK, now let's look at the oxygen. How many grams of oxygen In 100 g of the compound?

57.1g

Good Each mole of oxygen atoms weighs 16.0 grams. Now many moles of oxygen are thereIn 100 g of the compound?

ale 57.1/16

3.56875

3.57

we now have the beginnings of
a formula, because we know the relative number of molesof each element present: 3.575 or 3'.58 moles of C, and 3.57 moles of O. Roundingdown to 2 sls figures (owing to exp. error In the percent data), we have:

C(3.6) 0(3.6)

There are 3.6 moles of each element present in 100 g of compound. This means thatthere are EQUAL NUMBERS OF MOLES, and therefore EQUAL NUMBERS of both atoms present.What would be the simpliSt formula of such a compound?

CO

Notice that the number "3.6" arose only because we considered an ARBITRARY amount-100 grams, of the compound. We could Just as well have figured the nos. of moles ofthe elements In 1 gram, In 37 grams, or 9004 grams. In any case the MOLE RATIO ofC:0 would have been 1:1, no matter what the actual number of moles (!.6 or 36001);all we can find here is the SIMPLEST possible formula.

Now let's try another - which will turn out to have a slightly more complicated formula:

a compound contains 90.6; Pb (at wt 207)
and 9.4; 0 (at wt 16.0)

Firer. want to find the relative numbrrt -le co PA- rnti P Ir an arbltravweight of the compound.

Now many moles of Pb are there In 100 g of the compound?

calc 90.6/207

0.4376811

.438 mole

And how many moles of 0 are there in 100 g of the compound?

calc 9.4/16

0.5675

.588 mole

OK - we have the following mole ratio:

Pb 0
.438 mole .588 mole

Now this doesn't look very promising - no "small, whole numbers" here; but welt!There Is a sure -fire way to get at least one such number: divide thru by one of thenumbers we have just determined:

Pb 0
.438/.438 .588/.438

For the Pb, what relative no. of moles do we have now?

1

Success! A small, whole number If ever there was one!
How about oxygen - what mole ratio here?

rerrr case .5118/.438

1.3424657

ear.. 1,34

So we have:



Mod 18
Quantum Numbers

The region of space (centered about the nucleus) in which the electron manifests itself
is called an ORBITAL. Modern atomic theory characterizes each'orbital by a set of three
QUANTUM NUMBERS. Do you know what the most fundamental of these quantum numbers is called?

n

Right - this Is the PRINCIPAL quantum number.
What is the lowest value that a can take?

1

And what is the next larger value of a?

2

OK, so a takes integral values 1, 2, 3, etc. The larger the value of IL the larger the
electron cloud. a corresponds to the "orbit" number of the old Rohr model; we still
refer to the "1-shell", the "2-shell", etc.

Now for any value of o, we can define another quantum number 1. _lean have any
Integral value from 0 to n-1. What values can 1 have when n2?

0 and 1

Right. Now Many different values can 1 have when n4?

3

NO - the minimum value of 1 is 0; the maximum value Is n-1 4-1. Now try.

4

Good In general, then, there are a values of 1 for each value of 11.
Orbitals coresponding to different 1-values are given alphabetic names:

s orbitals: tea; p orbitals: lel; d orbitals: 1.2

f orbitals: 1.3; g orbitals: 14; ...etc...

We can thus desigrate an orbital by its PRINCIPAL QUANTUM NUMBER eq, followed by the
letter indicating the 1-value.

What is the value of a for a 3p orbital?

3

And what is the value of 1 here?

1

Now enter the values of a AND 1 for the following orbitals:
(just enter the two numbers, one after the other)

2s ?

2 0

3s ?

3 0

3d ?

32

4p ?

4 1

Ss ?

S 0

2p ?

2 1

What do we call an orbital for which n4 and 1.3?

hf

Good! And how about n2, 1.0?



And finally, n01, 1.0?

Is

Right - this is the lowest-energy orbital possible. Can we have la orbitals?

. no
Certainly net; the quantum no. j, can have a max. value of n-1 which In this case is 0, so only
s-orbitals are allowed in the 1- shell. What is the lowest value of a for which
d-orbitals are possible?

3

Correct! So what different kinds of orbitals are available in the 113 shell?

s p'd

OK, and how about for the no2 shell?

.. S p

And finally, what orbitals are possible for the n -5 shell?

eeevespdfA

Excellentl

Notice again that there are ft values of j, possible for any value of a.

How we must introduce another quantum number, mi. For any value of
ce can take the integral values -1...0....1. There are then 21 +1 values of m

for any value of ( the lvcomes in because m.0 is allowed 4

When 1.2, what values can m take? (list in numerical order)

-2 -1 0 .1 4.2

Exactly! There are FIVE d-orbitals possible, having these values of m.
And what values of m are possible for s-orbitals?

Right. There is only ONE possible s-orbital.
What m-values are possible for a-orbitals?

-1 0 +1

OK, we have THREE kinds of p- orhltals, having m.-1, 0, and .1.
Ire see, then, that there can be

only 1 s-orbital (1.0)

but 3 p-orbitals (101)

and 5 d-orbitals (1 -2)

Would you care to guess how many f-orbitals (1 -3) there can be?

7

Well done; the m-values are -5, -2, -1; ft, +1, +2, +3.
in general, there are 21 +1 possible values of A6 and hence this number of ORBITALS,

for a given value of 1.

Now EACH orbital can accommodate TWO electrons. Do you know what Is DIFFERENT about
the twn electrons In each orbital?

they have different spins

Exactly - Their SPINS are PPPosite, cerrespondinK tc +1 and -1 values of the spin quantum
number A. In any case, the rule Is NO MORE THAN TWO electrons per orbital.

How many Sc electrons can there be in an atom?

2

Correct.
How many 20 electrons can there be?

2

HO - remember that there are 1 values of m here.

6

How about 6d electrons? New many can there Im:?

10

Try again.

Finally, how many Mf (or Sf, or 4F1) elnetrons'ean there be In shy atom?

e III



mod 29
Electron Configurations

ELECTRONS lh ATOMS

An ORBITAL Is a region of space in which an electron has a high probability of
manifesting Itself. Different orbitals - 4s, 2p, 3d, for example, correspond to different
POTENTIAL ENERGIES of the electrons that occupy them.

POTENTIAL ENERGY is the energy a body has by virtue of its
(What goes in the blank)

location

Right, Potential energy depends on the LOCATION of an object in a force field. If the object In
Question is an electron in an atom, what is the source of the force field?

the nucleus

Goodi
The electrons of an atom are attracted to the positive nucleus. Suppose we havi an
electron in an orbital fairly close to the nucleus. Will its potential energy be
higher or lower than that of one that is in a more distant orbital?
(answer' h or 1 .)

Certainly, ...just Ilks a book closer to the floor,

Now the potential energy of an atomic orbital depends mainly on the value of the
PRINCIPAL QUANTUM NUMBER, n, for it is a that determines the AVERAGE. DISTANCE of
the electron (or electron cloud) from the nucleus.

The energy also depends, but in a very secondary_way, on the value of the quantum
number 1,. Generally, the trend runs

s (lowest) p d f (highest)

What is the LOWEST-energy orbital possible in an atom?

1s

New In order to show heist man:* ELECTRONS a eartIrmIar nrbLtzl w* TAlow the
orbital designation with a number - ordinarily a superscript: thus "1s2" means that
there are TWO electrons in a certain orbital. How would we designate the electron
configuration of HYDROCICN, the simplest atom?

151

Right! The next atom, helium, has an atomic number (nuclear charge) of 2, so it contains 2
electrons. What is the configuration of He?

1s2

Right. The next element, lithium, has an atomic number of 3. Into which orbital do the "first"
two electrons go?

is

Good And into which orbital does the third electron go?

2s

Correct. So what is the complete electron configuration of Li?

1s2 2s1

Very good! We have, then, the first few elements:

it not 1 2 3 4

elements H Ns 11 Be

config: 1s1 1s2 1s2 lel 112 2s2

Into which orbital dons the "fifth" et 0:o: in Boron (B) go?

20

Good SO the OUTER SHELL configuration of boron Is what?

2s2 2p1



Excellent( The next few elements are:

at no. 5 6 7 8 9 10

element: B C N 0 F Ne

config: 2s2 2p1

How many 2p electrons does Carbon (C) have?

2

OK. How many OUTER SHEL L electrons does Nitrogen (N) have?

3

How many electrons are In the 2s and 2p levels of N?

S

Right. And Neon?

. What is the outer-shell (n.,2) configuration of Neon?

2s2 2p6

Very good. Neon has a total of ten electrons. How many of these are in the outer.(11) shell?

Correct. The next element after neon is Sodium (Na). What is the.atomic number of sodium?

11

Right. What is the outer-shell electron configuration of Na?

3s1

Very good! We have:

at no. 10 11 12 13

symbol Ne Na Mg Al

contig. 2s2 2o6 3s1

What goes in the blank under Magnesium (Mg)?

3s2

Of coursel And what goes in the blank under Aluminum (Al)?

ewe 3s3

HO - we can NEVER have more than two 3s electrons.

3s2 3p1

Oreati_ Aluminum Is 3p1, and in the next several elements, the 3p orbitals get filled. What would
be the atomic number of the element in which the outer-shell configuration is 3s2 3p6?

18

Right. This would he Argon, with 1s2 2s2 2p6 301. Notice the "s2 p6" CLOSED
OUTER-SHELL configuration. Argon Is therefore similar to Neon (1s2 211 286)
and to Helium (151) in that they all have filled outer shells.

What are the ATOMIC NUMBERS of these three filled-outer-shell elements?
(Enter all three, one after the other)

a.... 2 10 18

Very good) Notice that the difference is EIGHT electrons in each case) each"closed-shell"
element has two s-electrons and six p-electrons (s2 pfi) more than the preceeding
one.
Argon, element 18, has the 3s2 3p6 closed shell. The next element is potassium (K).
What is It's outer-shell configuration?

as )

Right! And Calcium, the next element?

452

Good And Scandium (Sc), the next element?

4,23d1



Fine - you remembered that the 3d shell begins to fill here.
What, then, would be the electron configuration of Sc, showing ALL the nm3 and rim!: orbitals
that are occupied?

3s2 3p6 3d1 4s2

Very good!

(He) 3s2 3116 3d1 4s2

This is one way of representing theconfiguration of Se; the "(Ne)" indicates the
1s2 2s2 2p6 part of the configuration that corresponds to the element neon. We could
also write this configuratioh using the symbol of the next inert gas, Argon;

(Ar)

What goes In the blank space? (remember that Ar has II more electrons than Ne)

3d1 4s2

Exactly! This is the preferred way of writing configuration for the heavier elements.

Now do you remember how many electrons the d-orbitals can hold?

10

Right. We saw that Se, element 21, has a 3d1 4s2 configuration. What would IRON, element 26, be?

3dG 4s2

Correct! At what atomic number do we attain the filled 3d10 4s2 configuration?

30

This corresponds to Zine, the last of the TRANSITION series of the 4th row in the periodic
table. Into what orbital does the electrim in Element 31 (Gallium) go?

Correct - we now begin to fill up the lip levels.
What :0 the configuration (outer shell only of Element 36 ?i

4,2 4p6

0004. This Is the next "s2,0" Inert gas element, krypton (Kr). Notice that the sequence
of such elements so far Is:

at nos. m 2 10 18 36

Why Is the gag so much greater for the Kr, the last one?

because d levels are filled

Very good...The 3d levels were filled here: since d-orbitals cannot exist for ne1 and n=2, the first
two series of elements were shorter. What do you think the atomic number of the NEXT
(after Ki) ns2p6" element would be?

54

Right! This would be Xenon, 5s2 Sp6.
This takes us up through Xenon, 5s2 5p6:

2 10 11 36 54

He Na Ar Kr Xe

To get to the NEXT analogous element, 6s2 6p6, we must add not only d-electrons
(5d, this time), but also 14 4f electrons. What would the atomic no. of the
element with 6s2 6p6 configuration be?

***** calc 54 18 14

16.

86

Right! This brings us to Radon, the last of the known s2p6 inert gas elements.
it also brings us to the end of this module...



mod 20
The Nuei eus

Most of the MASS of the atom Is concentrated at its center, within a body known as the

nucleus

The mass of the nucleus"(and thd of the atom) Is due principally to two kind t of
Particles. What is the name of ONE of these nuclear components?

proton

OK, and what is the other kin col' nuclear particle called?

nuetron

It's spelled NEUTRON.

neutron

Good.
The neutron and the proton have abo t the same
(What word goes in the blank?)

mass

What is the approximate relative mess ("atomic weight") of the neutron and proton?

1

Correct; We will take the relative masses of the proton and ne eron as 1.ft; the actual figures are
1.0072R (p) and 1.00866 (n). What are the UNITS in which these relative masses are
expressed?

MU

Right - They are called atomic mass units, amu.
The neutron and proton thus have about the same mass, but they differ in what?

charge

What electric charge does the PROTON carry?

1

CK, but the 1 shoLld be wieceeded by the charge slim. Please enter both the sign AND

1

So the charge of the proton is 1. And what is the charge of the NEUTRON?

0

Correct - The neutron carries no charge at all.
We have seen that the proton and neutron both have a mass of about 1.0 amu.

The HELIUM nucleus contains two protons and two neutrons. What is the approximate
mass of the helium atom?

4

You left off the UNITS of mass - called amu. Please try again.

b amu

Good - this means that the ATOMIC weight of He is what?

4

Correct- the atomic wt of a nucleus is sometimes called its MASS NUMRER.
There is another form of helium whose nucleus contains two protons but only ONE neutron.
What is Its atomic mass?

3

Correct.
There are TWO kinds of He nuclei, having atomic masses of 3.0 and 4.0, respectively.
We call them He-3 and Ho-4 (the numbers are ordinarily written as SUPERscripts).

Atoms or nuclei having the same number of protons but differing in atomic mass are called
WHAT?

Isotopes

Right. Do you know what a NUCLIDE is? (yes or no)

no



NUCLIDE is a term that refers to any given kind of nucle s, having a partic dar number
of neutrons and/or protons.
The number of protons in a nucleus defines the ATOMIC NUMBER of that nuclide. Atomic
number is often designated by the symbol L .

What is the Z-value of He-3 ?

3

NO - three is the MASS NUMBER.

2

And what is the Z-value of He-h?

2

Good - you see then that All ISOTOPES of a given element have the same ?

mass

ISOTOPES are defined as nuclides of the same element which differ In mass, owing to
varying numbers of neutrons. The atomic numbers of two isotopes of a given element
will be the same. Now answer.

Are tie -3 and H-1 Isotopes?

no

Are He-3 and isotopes?

no-

ne-end H-1 have the same ?

Miss nemt%er

loth' nuclides have the same MASS NUMBER. Such nuclides are called ISOBARS. Can a pair
of isobars have the same value of Z?

no

Certainly not; If two nuclides have the same MASS and the same Z, they also must have the same number
at neutrons; they will thus be IDENTICAL nuclides. The term "Isobars" only applies
to DIFFERENT nuclides with a common mass number.
-The MASS NUMBER of a nuclide is designated by A; it Is the sum of the ATOMIC NUMBER
j, and the. NEUTRON NUMBER (I,

What Is the mass number of the nuclide of CARBON (at no 6), containing 6 nettrons?

ea. 12

Correct - this Is designated C -12 ("carbon-12"). -

What is the NEUTRON NUMBER of Ar-40? (The atomic no. of Argon is 1B)
..1 . :

a. 22

Good. The nuclides Na-23 and Na-24 have the same values of ?

(Answer A , N , or 2)

2

Correct; isotopes of the same element always must have the same Z,
since Z defines the element NAME.
For two nuclides to have the same ELEMENT SYMBOL, what must be the same? (A, N, or Z)

2

Right -.me atomic number controls the NAME of the nuclide, and hence of the element.



mod 21
Relative weights of atoms

c04: RELATIVE WEIGHTS OF ATOMS 4:10 TVE ATOMIC WEIGVT SCALE

The mass of a carton atom Is 1.99E-23 g. An atom of SLLFVP weInhs 5.32F-21 F.
Thus an atom of S is ? times heavier than an atom of C.

calc 5.32/1.99

2.6733668

2.67

Correct! Let's call the mass of the C atom 12.00 -on an arbitrary scale. What 11 the mass of the
S atom on this same scale?

calc 2.67 x 12

32.04

32.0

You Just calculated that the S atom has 2.68 times the mass of the C atom. If the
relative mass of the C atom Is set at 12.00, what will be the relative mess of the S
atom?

32

Exactly! The mass of the Iron (Fe) atom-is 9.27E-23 r. Vow many times heavier than this Is
the atom of carbon (mass 1.99E -23 0.1?

calc 9.27/1.99

4.6582914

4.67

Good If the mass of the IRON atom (Fe) is 9.27E-23 F., what Is its mass relative to C 12.00?

cafe 4.66 x 9.27

43.1982

43.2 e-23g

Not correct;
What Is the ratio of the mass of an Fe atom to that of a C atom,
as calculated above?

4.66

OK, a Fe atom weighs 4.66 times as much as a C atom. Wow If we call
the relative weight ofa C atom "12", then what will he the relative
weight of the Fe atom, on the same scale?

talc 12 x 4.66

SS.92

lb 55.9

An atom of H-1, the common Isotope of the lightest element, hydrogen, weighs 1.67C-24 g.
What Is Its relative mass on the scale of C (1.99E-23 g) 12.00?

cafe 19.9/1.67

11.9161676

cola (1.67/19.9) x 12.00

1.007034

1.01

Vary rnc0. ftnr of the hetfrvInst is !cad 044 3.44C-22 a. Whi wuuld by itt wnight relativeto that of C 12.00 (1.49E-23 g) ?

calc 12 x (34.4/1.99)

207.4371852

207



Good. Because the masses of individual atoms are so extremely small, it is convenient to speak
of their RELATIVE weights, on a scale such that the lightest atom has a relative weight
of about 1, and the heaviest about 250.

These relative weights are often called ATOMIC WEIGHTS.

Upon which atom is the atomic weight scale based?

carbon

Well almost....
The atomic weight scale is based on carhnn -12 (the principal Isotope of C), having a
relative weight of exactly 12.0000.

Atomic weights, being relative weights, can be thought of as RATIOS; they are
therefore DIMENSIONLESS and need carry no units.

Each "unit" on the atomic weight scale corresponds to a real weight of 1/12 the mass of a
C-12 atom. This weight (1.66E-24 g) is called the ATOMIC MASS UNIT (amu).

Use this value to find the actual mass, in grams, of a carbon atom.

** ** talc 12 x 1.66

19.92

19.9 E-24 g

Certainly; We have (12 amu) g (1.66 E-24 g/amu) 19.9 E-24 g.
Use the value 1 emu 1.66 E-24 g to find the actual mass, in grams, of an atom of nitrogen
(at wt 14.0).

The atomic weight of BROMINE (Sr) is 79.9; what would be.the weight of an aVerage
Sr atom, expressed in emu's?

.*** 79.9 amu

Exactly! What is the mass in grams, of the atom of ARSENIC ?
Cat wt of As 74.9; 1 amu 1.66 E-24 g)

exile 1.66 x 74.9

124.334

i.2 E-22

Fine You should see, new, that the ATOMIC WEIGHT of an element is strictly proportional to
the WEIGHT OF THE ATOM of the element; atomic weights can therefore be used to
directly compare atoms on a weight-for weight basis. For example:
What Is the irAqu or the masses or tne atoms of bROAla and.MAGiiE5ii447
(at wtsr Br 79.9, Mg 24.3)

talc 79.9/24.3

3.2880658

3.29

Good. The mass of the chromium (Cr) atom (atomic weight 52.00) Is 8.63 E-23 g.
What Is the weight, in grams, of the atom of strontium?
Cat wt of Sr 17.62).

talc (87.62/52) x 8.63

14.54155

14.5 E-23

Very good.

Suppose I have equal weights (10 g, say) of carbon (at wt 12.0) and of oxygen (at wt
16.0). In this sample there are:

1- more C atoms than 0 atoms;
2 more 0 atoms than C atoms;
3 equal nos. of C and 0 atoms.

Choosean answer and enter Its number...

1

Certainly! So in comparingequal MASSES of atoms of different atomic number,the atoms
with the atomic number will be present in greater abundance.(Answer h (higher) or I (lower))

RIghti Which weighs HORS? 3 atoms of SILICON (Si, at wt 211.1) or 2 atoms of CHLORINE(Cl, at wt 35.5) ?
(Answer Cl, Si, or ns not sure )

ies* si

Correct; 3 x 28.1 Is more than 2 x 15.5.



If we know the atonic weight of one element and the weights of this element and of
another that form a binary compound of known formula, we can determine the
atomic weight of the other element.

Suppose that 13.4 grams of element X combines with 7.12 grams of element Y to form a
compound whose formula is XY (i.e., equal numbers of X and Y atoms). if the atomic
weight of X is 53.7, what is the atonic weight of the element Y?
(ask for help if you get stuck)

help

in the compound XY, we have equal numbers of t he two kinds of atoms; call this number N.
How much do N atoms of element X weigh ?

13 g

OK, n atoms of X weigh 13.0 G.
And what do H atoms of Y weigh ?

7.12 g

OK, so what Is the ratio of the weight of Y to the weight of X in the compound?

calc 7.12/13

0.5476923

.548

Good. How the relative weights of the two atoms must also have this same ratio, since the
formula XY means we are comparing them on a 1-to-1 basis. Atom X has an atomic
-weight of 58.7. What is the atomic weight of atom Y?

talc .548 x 58.7

32.1676

32.2

Right! Once again...

10.0 g of another element Q were heated with element R to form 24.7 g of a compound
whose formula is known to be QR. The atomic weight of Q is 69.7. What Is the atomic
weight of R?
(work this out using CALC, and enter your answer.)

' cite (10.7/10) 4 69.7

74.579

74.8

Great!

This is the end of the modulo... You may now either, sign off or if you wish to
continuo with another module type 1ather'.


